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ABSTRACT
The spectroscopy and photo-induced dissociation of flavin mononucleotide anions in vacuo are investigated over the 300–500 nm wave-
length range. Comparison of the dependence of fragment ion yields as a function of deposited photon energy with calculated dissociation
energies and collision-induced dissociation measurements performed under single-collision conditions suggests that a substantial fraction
of photo-activated ions decompose through non-statistical fragmentation pathways. Among these pathways is the dominant photo-induced
fragmentation channel, the loss of a fragment identified as formylmethylflavin. The fragment ion specific action spectra reveal electronic tran-
sition energies close to those for flavins in solution and previously published gas-phase measurements, although the photo-fragment yield
upon excitation of the S2 ← S0 transition appears to be suppressed.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0056415

I. INTRODUCTION

Flavins are a common class of redox-active cofactors
which catalyze a wide range of biochemical reactions, including
metabolism.1–3 The flavin mononucleotide (FMN, Fig. 1) and flavin
adenine dinucleotide (FAD) forms are also well-known blue light
sensors in enzymes and proteins that regulate DNA repair,1 pho-
totropism and circadian rhythms in plants,4 and the perception of
magnetic fields by some migratory birds.5,6

An important property of flavin cofactors facilitating their
versatility in biology is tunability of the chromophore’s electronic
structure through the micro-environment of a host protein’s chro-
mophore binding pocket.7,8 This micro-environment can have
important consequences for the functioning of a flavoprotein, par-
ticularly for flavins that rely on photo-activation.9 It is known
that cellular redox equilibria can favor a particular resting redox
state of a given flavoprotein,10 leading to distinct absorption spec-
tra. Furthermore, even for a given redox state, significant differ-
ences in the absorption spectra and associated excited state lifetimes
of flavoprotein chromophores have been observed.7 In order to
quantitatively understand micro-environmental influences, the

intrinsic absorption spectra of isolated chromophores are needed as
a baseline reference.

Free flavins, i.e., those not bound in proteins, are ubiqui-
tous in nature and are implicated as photo-sensitizers of reactions
leading to the formation of cancer-causing singlet oxygen in the
skin.11 Photo-sensitized reactions involving flavins as well as photo-
induced degradation of flavins themselves contribute to the tainting
of many foods, particularly milk,12 non-dairy milk alternatives,13

and beer.14 The photolysis of flavins in condensed phases is complex,
with several competing intramolecular and intermolecular path-
ways.15–24 Gas-phase photochemical experiments can help clarify
this situation by revealing the intrinsic degradation channels which
do not depend on solvent or biochemical environments.

The intrinsic absorption spectra and photo-degradation path-
ways of isolated macro-ions, such as flavins, can be investigated
using gas-phase action spectroscopy techniques,25 potentially reveal-
ing wavelength-dependent branching ratios for competing pro-
cesses.26 In the gas phase, individual perturbations to a molecule’s
electronic structure can be probed directly by preparing model
nano-scale complexes containing a chromophore with other cou-
pled chromophores,27 one or a few solvent molecules,28 protein
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FIG. 1. Structures of deprotonated flavin mononucleotide ([FMN–H]−), lumichrome (LC), lumiflavin (LF), formylmethylflavin (FMFH2), and deprotonated formylmethylflavin
([FMFH2]

−).

residues,29 or other interaction partners that may be found at the
protein interface.30 Action and mass spectra of gas-phase ions are
often directly comparable to state-of-the-art quantum chemical cal-
culations, which are most frequently executed for isolated molecules
or greatly simplified nano-environments.31

Action spectroscopy experiments can also guide complex
molecular dynamics calculations by identifying the most impor-
tant photochemical reaction pathways,32,33 focusing an otherwise
expensive exploration of the potential energy hypersurface. In the
context of molecular fragmentation, statistical processes are those
whose propensities can be calculated through statistical theories
such as Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM), detailed bal-
ance, or phase space.34,35 In a statistical fragmentation pattern, the
relative product yields are weighted by Boltzmann factors, which
depend exponentially on the dissociation energies, considering only
reactions occurring on the electronic ground state after the acti-
vation energy has been statistically redistributed across all internal
degrees of freedom. For photoactivated ions, statistical mechanisms
imply that internal conversion to the ground electronic state occurs
before dissociation. In contrast, non-statistical (sometimes called
non-ergodic) fragmentation channels may be identified when the
yield of a fragment exceeds that expected from statistical rate the-
ories. Non-statistical pathways are often specific to the method of
activation, in our case photoexcitation. However, it should be noted
that the fragmentation processes for molecules such as flavins may
have several competitive non-statistical and statistical pathways,
leading to complex results; such situations are challenging to model
with theory. In the present work, we show a propensity for non-
statistical fragmentation channels in deprotonated flavin mononu-
cleotide anions by comparing the mass spectra following activa-
tion by photons and collisions, as well as calculated dissociation
energies.

Several groups have recently applied action spectroscopy to
various members of the flavin family,36 with numerous reports
investigating the site-dependent influence of protonation or

metalation on their electronic37–41 and vibrational spectra.42–44

Somewhat less attention has been paid to the photo-degradation of
gaseous flavins, and nearly all such studies have focused on small
sub-units such as lumichrome,45,46 which lack the (phospho)ribityl
sidechain present in many naturally occurring flavins. Recent stud-
ies by some of the present authors have suggested that photo-
initiated proton transfer both to47 and from48 this sidechain are
active photochemical pathways in vacuo.

Here, we report the first detailed study of the intrinsic
absorption and photo-induced degradation of deprotonated flavin
mononucleotide anions ([FMN–H]−, Fig. 1). In this charge state,
the dominant site of deprotonation is on the phosphoric acid group,
which has a pKa of around 2,49 leaving the isoalloxazine chro-
mophore (pKa ≈ 10)50,51 in the neutral, fully oxidized form most
common for flavins at physiological pH. Several of the present
authors performed a photoisomerization action (PISA) spectroscopy
study of [FMN–H]−,47 revealing facile structural rearrangement
from the phosphate deprotomer to a ring deprotomer upon photo-
excitation over the S1 absorption band. The dominant electro-
sprayed form was shown to be deprotonated on the phosphate
group. No fragmentation was observed in that experiment, pre-
sumably because the high buffer gas pressure (≈6 Torr) suppressed
ground state dissociation processes. We are aware of two other
studies in which FMN has been investigated using photo-induced
dissociation (PID) mass spectrometry.52,53 Both of these reports
focused on protonated FMN. Guyon et al.52 also provided a PID
mass spectrum of [FMN–H]−, but only for m/z > 200 and only at
a single wavelength of 405 nm, which is shorter than the lowest
singlet transition, complicating the interpretation. Intriguingly, the
main PID fragments for protonated FMN are consistent with single
bond cleavages along the ribityl tail. In contrast, the PID fragmen-
tation pathways for [FMN–H]− involve more complex intramolec-
ular rearrangements. Another important outcome from the study of
Guyon et al. was application of a two-color femtosecond scheme
(405 nm pump and 810 nm probe) with protonated FMN to
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illustrate the variation of the branching ratio between the
lumichrome and lumiflavin molecules produced by photofragmen-
tation; no changes in the relative branching ratio were observed if
the probe was delayed relative to the pump by up to 100 ps. The
change in the branching ratio between lumichrome and lumiflavin
was attributed to Sn ← S1 excitations by the probe laser and implies
that the excited state pumped at 405 nm lives for substantially longer
than 100 ps. Whatever may be the detailed dynamics, the study
provided compelling evidence for non-statistical photodissociation
processes in some protonation states of FMN.

In the present paper, we report PID mass spectra for
[FMN–H]− over a wider mass range, revealing further photochemi-
cal pathways and more definitive evidence for non-statistical pho-
todissociation processes. In an additional set of experiments, we
report the PID mass spectrum and action spectrum of [FMN–H]−

complexed with betaine (trimethylglycine) zwitterions. The Zwitter-
Ion Tagging Action (ZITA) spectroscopy technique was developed
to identify electronic transitions with intramolecular charge transfer
character30,54–56 and is used in this work to probe the nature of the
S1 ← S0 and S2 ← S0 transitions in [FMN–H]−.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
A. Photo-induced dissociation

Photo-Induced Dissociation (PID) experiments were per-
formed using the SepI accelerator mass spectrometer at Aarhus Uni-
versity.57,58 Flavin mononucleotide sodium salt was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and dissolved in methanol. Ions were transferred into
the gas phase via electrospray ionization and stored in an octopole
ion trap, which was emptied every 25 ms (40 Hz repetition rate).
Ion bunches extracted from the octopole trap were accelerated to
kinetic energies of 50 keV and the ions of interest (m/z = 455) were
selected using a bending magnet. A high-intensity ns-pulsed optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) laser system (EKSPLA NT342B) oper-
ating at a 20 Hz repetition rate was used to excite every second
ion bunch. A home-built sum frequency generation unit combining
the OPO signal (420–709 nm) with the 1064 nm pump generated
light in the 304–420 nm range.59 During the ≈5 ns irradiation time,
the [FMN–H]− molecules had the possibility of absorbing multi-
ple photons sequentially, i.e., returning to their electronic ground
state in between each photon absorption. The laser beam was unfo-
cused and the laser pulse energy was far below the regime where
concerted multi-photon absorption (i.e., absorption by ions in elec-
tronically excited states) could occur. Fragment ions were sepa-
rated using an electrostatic energy analyzer positioned after the
laser–ion interaction region and counted with a channeltron detec-
tor. The difference in counts between the “laser-on” and “laser-off”
injections is the photo-induced signal. The SepI instrument sam-
ples photo-induced dissociation occurring during the ≈ 10 μs it
takes for the ions to travel from the laser interaction region to the
electrostatic analyzer.

The photo-fragment yield Γ is presumed to follow Poisson
statistics,

Γ = APN e−αP, (1)

where A is an overall scaling factor, P is the laser pulse energy, N
is the number of photons required to induce the process, and α

accounts for saturation of the process. The laser pulse energy P was
varied using neutral density filters. Action spectra were recorded in
the unsaturated regime where

Γ(λ)∝ [σ(λ)
P(λ)
ε(λ)

]

N

, (2)

where σ is the absorption cross section as a function of excitation
wavelength λ and ε(λ) = hc/λ is the photon energy. Once the value
of N for a given dissociation channel is determined, this relation pro-
vides σ(λ) from the experimental action spectrum Γ(λ), correcting
for the variation in laser output P(λ) (measured separately) across
the spectral range of interest.

B. Collision-induced dissociation
Collision-Induced Dissociation (CID) mass spectrometry mea-

surements were performed using the EISLAB accelerator mass spec-
trometer at Stockholm University.60,61 FMN anions were produced
through electrospray ionization of a solution of FMN sodium salt in
methanol. After mass selection by a quadrupole mass filter, a con-
tinuous beam of [FMN–H]− was accelerated to 14 keV and passed
through a collision cell containing He gas (center-of-mass energy is
120 eV). The pressure in the gas cell (5 × 10−4 mbar) was fixed such
that the ion beam intensity was reduced by less than 20%, ensuring
that single-collision conditions dominate. Calculations have shown
that such collisions deposit a broad range of excitation energies,
mainly through nuclear stopping, with a mean value of ≈7 eV.62

Fragment ions were separated using an electrostatic energy analyzer
and counted with a micro-channel plate detector. As with the SepI
instrument, the EISLAB instrument samples dissociation occurring
within ≈10 μs after activation.

C. Dissociation energy calculations
Dissociation energies Ed for the fragmentation channels

observed in this work were computed at the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVDZ
level of theory using the Gaussian 16.B01 computational chemistry
package.63–65 The calculated dissociation energies are asymptotic
(adiabatic) limits that include zero-point energy corrections. Calcu-
lated Ed values do not take into account any barriers required for
intramolecular rearrangements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Mass spectra

Fragment ion mass spectra for [FMN–H]− with photo- and
collision-induced activation are shown in Fig. 2. Panels (a) and (b)
are photo-induced dissociation mass spectra using 450 nm light,
which is a wavelength that is near the S1 ← S0 absorption band
maximum for flavins in solution.66 PID mass spectra obtained at
350 nm (not shown), corresponding to the S2 ← S0 absorption
band maximum, were very similar. In panel (a), the laser pulse
energy was attenuated to ≈4 mJ/pulse using a neutral density filter.
At this pulse energy, single-photon events are most probable (see
below for power-dependence measurements). In panel (b), the full
laser power (≈14 mJ/pulse) promotes multi-photon dissociations.
Panel (c) is a CID measurement recorded using EISLAB under
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FIG. 2. Fragment ion mass spectra from [FMN–H]− following activation by
(a) single-photon absorption (≈4 mJ/pulse), (b) multi-photon absorption (≈14
mJ/pulse), (c) high-energy collisions (120 eV center-of-mass energy), and (d) low-
energy collisions (multiple few-eV collisions in ion trap). Photo-activation used
450 nm light (2.76 eV per photon). Peak labels in (b) refer to fragment ions
identified in Table I.

single-collision conditions, which produces statistical fragmen-
tation. Panel (d) is a low-energy CID measurement retrieved
from the Massbank database67 recorded using a commercial
quadrupole/time-of-flight mass spectrometer (record number
PR100554). This type of activation, in which the ions gradually
build up internal energy through numerous lower-energy collisions
in an ion trap, tends to promote fragmentation channels with
low dissociation energies. The main fragment ions, values of N,
proposed ion/fragment assignments, and calculated Ed are listed in
Table I.

The single-photon PID mass spectrum [Fig. 2 panel (a)] is
dominated by fragment ion 9 at m/z = 169, which comprises more
than half the total fragment ion yield. Remarkably, this product is
almost absent from the CID mass spectra in panels (c) and (d). Rel-
ative to ion 10 (m/z = 97, H2PO−4 ), which is the dominant product
in the low-energy CID spectrum and one of the lowest-energy of
the observed dissociation channels (Ed = 0.81 eV), ion 9 is ∼50-fold
more abundant in the single-photon PID spectrum than in the sta-
tistical fragmentation pattern in panel (c). This suggests that ion
9 is the result of a non-statistical photochemical process, possibly
facilitated by a mechanism involving an electronically excited state.
Several other minor product ions, particularly 1 and 2, are also sig-
nificantly over-represented in the PID mass spectra relative to CID,
in agreement with the results of Guyon et al.52 An important caveat
here is that the PID experiments deposit a known, fixed energy,
whereas CID activation results in a broad distribution of internal
energies.

The m/z for fragment ion 9 is consistent with the loss of
formylmethylflavin (FMFH2, see Fig. 1)- sometimes called formyl-
lumiflavin. This is a well-known photo-product from FMN in

TABLE I. Main fragment ions in the PID mass spectrum of [FMN–H]−, precursor
m/z = 455. Curly braces indicate the loss of the enclosed neutral fragment; otherwise,
the fragment ion is given. N is the number of absorbed 450 nm (2.75 eV) photons
required to induce the process. Ed are calculated dissociation limits relative to the
phosphate deprotomer and do not account for barriers in rearrangement/dissociation
processes.

Fragment m/z Assignment N Ed (eV)

1 412 {HNCO} 1 2.81
2 382 {(CHOH)2CH} 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

b

3 357 {H3PO4} 1 2.09
4 285 [FMFH2]

− 2 2.22
5 255 [LF–H]− 3 2.43
6 241 [LC–H]− 3 0.74
7 213 {LC} 1 0.35
8 199 {LF} 1a 1.38
9 169 {FMFH2} 1 1.45
10 97 H2PO −

4 2 0.81
11 79 PO −

3 2 2.12
12 42 OCN− 3 4.02
aThe yield of 8 includes contributions from both N = 1 and 2-photon absorptions.
bIon 2 could not be readily identified, and no Ed was calculated.

basic solution.22 Guyon et al. also observed positively charged
[FMFH + H]+ and [FMFH2 +H]+ in their experiments, which
they proposed to form through a complex photoreduction/
photodealkylation mechanism.52 The present results confirm that
the formation of formylmethylflavin can occur in an intramolecular
process without support from a solvent or substrate. Furthermore,
we find that the structure with the lowest Ed for the m/z corre-
sponding to ion 4 is the deprotonated FMFH2 species shown in
Fig. 1.

Other notable fragments in the single-photon PID spectrum
include the loss of isocyanic acid (1, a well-known photofragment
of uracil and thymine68), phosphoric acid (3), lumichrome (LC, 7),
and lumiflavin (LF, 8); see structures for LC and LF in Fig. 1. LC
loss was previously found to be the dominant photochemical prod-
uct of flavin adenine dinucleotide mono-anions.48 Loss of formyl-
methylflavin from [FAD–H]− was also observed in those experi-
ments, but with a yield of about 30% that of LC. For [FMN–H]−, this
branching ratio is reversed. It is thus clear that the (phospho)ribityl
sidechain has a determinative influence on the photochemistry of
flavins.

Fragment ion 2 at m/z = 382 (also observed by Guyon et al.52)
is not readily identified with any simple bond cleavage. Ion 2
could be due to a complex breakup of the isoalloxazine rings, e.g.,
HNCO +CO +H2 or HNCO +H2CO. This is hard to reconcile with
the low activation energy implied by the 1-photon dependence and
the absence of related pathways like HNCO + CO, which has been
observed for smaller flavin anions.45 Another possibility is the elimi-
nation of a part of the ribityl sidechain while retaining the phosphate
group.

Our earlier PISA study on [FMN–H]− used an isomer-selection
strategy to study just the phosphate deprotomer and found pho-
toisomerization to another deprotomer with no evidence for pho-
todissociation, including at 450 nm.47 In those experiments, the
buffer gas pressure leads to energy quenching collisions every few
nanoseconds. Thus, the single-photon-induced fragmentation of
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[FMN–H]− observed in the present experiments, assuming it origi-
nates from the phosphate deprotomer, is likely not from a process in
the singlet excited state, since this should occur on a sub-nanosecond
timescale, which would have been observed in the PISA study. It is
worth outlining that the model of excited state dissociations that
occur very rapidly and ground state dissociations that occur more
slowly after complete statistical randomization of internal energy
represent two limiting cases – there may also be quasi-statistical
dissociation in which internal energy does not undergo complete
statistical randomization before dissociation. For example, quan-
tum chemical calculations on the iso-alloxazine unit in vacuo have
found efficient intersystem crossing between the lowest excited sin-
glet state S1 and a triplet state.69 In solution, this channel is deac-
tivated by a large blue-shift of the triplet transition. In the present
experiments, which in contrast to the earlier PISA study are con-
ducted under ultra-high vacuum conditions, the triplet state may
be long-lived enough to allow excited (triplet) state dissociation,
promoted by statistical distribution of the singlet–triplet splitting
energy. On the other hand, if the present SepI experiments involved
the phosphate and the ring deprotomers (and potentially others), the
observed photofragmentation pattern would be complicated with
contributions from more than one deprotomer.

A PID mass spectrum for [FMN–H]− ⋅Z complexes, where Z
is the betaine zwitterion, is shown in Fig. 3. While dissociation of
the complex ([FMN–H]− ⋅Z → [FMN–H]− + Z) is the predomi-
nant channel, several minor ions are observed in the mass spectrum.
Some of these fragments are consistent with the expected m/z for
complexes of betaine with fragments of [FMN–H]−. Given the mass
resolution of the instrument at ≈100, it is difficult to unequivo-
cally assign the ions at m/z = 214 and 286, which lie close to the
m/z for ions 7 and 10 ⋅Z or 4 and 9 ⋅Z, respectively. However,
the ions at m/z = 330 and 529 do not correspond to any frag-
ments in the [FMN–H]− PID mass spectrum (Fig. 2), allowing con-
fident assignment to 7 ⋅Z and 1 ⋅Z, respectively. Because the binding
energy of the complex is much lower than the dissociation ener-
gies (the complex is non-covalent), the observation of zwitterion-
tagged fragments suggests that fragmentation is non-statistical.

FIG. 3. PID mass spectrum of [FMN–H]− ⋅ Z complexes using 450 nm light. See
Table I for fragment numbering. The feature marked ∗ on the side of the dominant
[FMN–H]− peak is an artifact. Note the break in the vertical axis.

The product ions 9 and 10 are also observed, which are most likely
due to multi-photon processes.

In summary, the photofragmentation of isolated [FMN–H]−

appears to have substantial non-statistical contributions.

B. Laser power dependence
The laser power dependencies for fragments 9, 10, and 6, which

are dominant fragmentation channels following the absorption of
N = 1, 2, and 3 photons, are plotted in Fig. 4. The solid lines in the
plot are least-squares fits to Eq. (1), holding N fixed. The plotted data
have been normalized such that A = 1. The best fitting integer value
of N for each fragment ion is given in Table I. Power dependence
plots for other photofragments are given in the supplementary mate-
rial. Many fragments, including 9, exhibit saturation at high laser
powers.

The yield of ion 8 (m/z = 199, loss of LF, see the supplementary
material) is not well-represented by Eq. (1) and appears to be a com-
bination of single- and multiple-photon processes. This could be due
to two different pathways that lead to the loss of LF, or possibly due
to contamination by [LC–HNCO]− (m/z = 198).

In general, there is no correspondence between the values of
N determined from the power dependence measurements and the
calculated dissociation energies in Table I. For example, HNCO-loss
(ion 1) has a calculated Ed = 2.81 eV, but is formed by the absorption
of a single 2.75 eV photon. While the room-temperature precur-
sor ions have significant internal energy prior to excitation, it is
surprising that such a high-energy fragment is formed within the
microsecond timescale sampled by the mass spectrometer. Mean-
while, several channels with lower Ed values require multiple photon
absorption.

The phosphate-based fragments 10 and 11 (m/z = 97 and 79)
are each formed following the absorption of two photons. These
ions dominate the low-energy CID spectrum [Fig. 2(d)], indicat-
ing that they represent the lowest-energy dissociation channels or
have the highest propensity for statistical dissociation. The large
array of fragment ions produced following the absorption of a

FIG. 4. Laser power dependence measurements for the most prominent fragmen-
tation channels of [FMN–H]− induced by the absorption of 1 (9), 2 (10), or 3 (6)
photons at 450 nm (2.75 eV). The maximum laser power (P = 1) corresponds to a
pulse energy of ≈14 mJ. Note the double logarithmic scale.
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single photon strongly suggests significant kinetic competition
between the fragmentation channels, lending support to the non-
statistical interpretation.

With the exception of ion 2 (m/z = 382), each of the observed
single-photon channels has a complementary channel with a higher
photon dependence. In each case, the single-photon channel is the
loss of a neutral fragment, while the channel with higher photon
dependence is the same fragment with one proton removed. This is
likely a consequence of the photoisomerization processes identified
in our earlier PISA spectroscopy study,47 where a precursor phos-
phate deprotonated anion may either photoisomerize to another
deprotomer or recover the ground electronic state of the phosphate
deprotomer.

C. Action spectra
PID action spectra for [FMN–H]− are presented in Fig. 5. Panel

(a) shows the wavelength-dependent yield of fragment ion 9, the loss

FIG. 5. PID action spectra for [FMN–H]− monitoring yield of (a) ion 9, (b) ion 10
(black) and ion 6 (red), and (c) dissociation of [FMN–H]− ⋅ Z complex. The solid
lines in each plot are five-point moving averages. (d) Absorption spectrum for
riboflavin in ethanol at 77 K,66 FMN in LOV domains70 and in water.71 Dashed
vertical lines at 414, 445, and 470 nm are guide to the eye.

of a fragment with m/z consistent with FMFH2, and the dominant
fragmentation channel following absorption of a single photon. The
spectra for ions 10 (black) and 6 (red), the most prominent 2- and
3-photon channels, are shown in panel (b). For a given absorbed
photon number N, the action spectra for the remaining channels in
Table I closely resemble the above three representative action spec-
tra, with an average coefficient of determination of R2

= 0.97. Panel
(c) shows the photodissociation spectrum for the [FMN–H]− ⋅Z
complex.

The spectra in Fig. 5 cover the S1 ← S0 (380–520 nm) and
S2 ← S0 (300–380 nm) transitions of the flavin chromophore. The
four action spectra in Fig. 5 all have a maximum response at
440 ±5 nm and a shoulder feature at 470 ±5 nm. These wavelengths
are similar to the maxima in the absorption spectrum of riboflavin
measured in ethanol at 77 K66 [Fig. 5(d), black curve]. An additional
maximum feature at ≈415 nm is not fully resolved in all spectra.
The three-peaked structure of the S1 ← S0 band is also observed
for FMN bound in Light-Oxygen-Voltage (LOV) domains of pho-
totropin proteins70 [Fig. 5(d), blue curve] and is due to contribu-
tions from a large number of vibronic transitions involving stretch-
ing modes of the iso-alloxazine ring system.72,73 The protein spec-
trum is somewhat red-shifted, perhaps due to electric field effects.56

The absorption spectrum of FMN in room-temperature water71

[Fig. 5(d), red curve] is broadened and unstructured, which is typ-
ical for free flavins in solution.72 The S2 ← S0 transition is strongly
red-shifted in water due to the significant charge-transfer character
of the transition.36,69,74,75 Overall, these spectra are consistent with
our previous findings that the action spectra of gaseous flavin ions
deprotonated on a phosphate group closely resemble the absorption
spectra of oxidized flavins in solution36,47,48 and may more closely
reproduce the spectra of flavins in protein environments.

The band maxima in the one-photon action spectrum in panel
(a) are very slightly blue-shifted relative to the 77 K absorption
spectrum in panel (d). The two-and three-photon spectra in panel
(b) are more blue-shifted but have band profiles that more closely
resemble the 77 K absorption spectrum. One factor that may have
some bearing on these differences is how energy is dissipated in
different environments. In particular, in condensed phases, vibra-
tional excitation is rapidly quenched by solvent molecules. In con-
trast, in the gas phase, this excess excitation is not quenched and
may decrease the excited state lifetime. Another factor might be fast
photoisomerization and absorption of the second photon by a sec-
ond deprotomer with a shifted absorption spectrum. For example,
our earlier PISA spectroscopy study showed that the action spec-
trum for the PO4, N-3 deprotomer of FAD or the ring deprotomer
of riboflavin was red-shifted compared with the PO4, PO4 depro-
tomer of FAD or phosphate deprotomer of [FMN–H]−.47 Here, if
the first photon caused photoisomerization (which was observed for
[FMN–H]− in our PISA study), then the multi-photon action spec-
trum would be some convolution of action spectra for the depro-
tomers. Whatever may be the case, caution should be exercised
when interpreting subtle differences between PID action spectra,
particularly those arising from the absorption of different numbers
of photons.76 The differences between the positions and relative
intensities of the band maxima in the spectra in Fig. 5 may not be
significant.

Complexation of [FMN–H]− with betaine does not signifi-
cantly affect the position of the band maxima, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
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This is consistent with the expectation that the betaine coordinates
to the deprotonated phosphate group and does not perturb the elec-
tronic structure of the flavin chromophore. When the betaine is
coordinated to the chromophore, a blue-shift of the S2 ← S0 spec-
tral band would be expected toward the position in the spectrum of
FMN in water [Fig. 5(d)].

One apparent difference between the gas-phase PID spectra
for [FMN–H]− and the condensed-phase absorption spectra for
FMN is the reduced intensity of the S2 ← S0 band (380–300 nm)
relative to the S1 ← S0 band (520–380 nm). Note that two differ-
ent laser systems were used for excitation in the 304–420 nm and
420–530 nm regimes, complicating a quantitative comparison of the
relative intensities of these bands. A plausible explanation for the
apparent suppression of the S2 ← S0 band of FMN is due to the com-
petition between fragmentation and electron detachment or another
unobserved channel. However, the adiabatic detachment energy for
FMN anions deprotonated on the phosphate group has been calcu-
lated to be > 4 eV,47 comparable to that of other phosphate anions77

and somewhat above the S2 ← S0 transition energy. Furthermore,
the PID yield for dissociation of [FMN–H]− ⋅Z complexes upon
S2 ← S0 excitation is also suppressed, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The elec-
tron detachment energy should be increased roughly by the binding
energy of the betaine, i.e., to > 5 eV, which would clearly not be com-
petitive with the dissociation of the complex. Given that Z-loss dom-
inates the PID mass spectrum for both transitions, this also rules out
the possibility that the suppression is due to competition with other
unobserved fragmentation channels. Non-destructive relaxation by
fluorescence would be expected to suppress the fragment yield upon
S1 ← S0 excitation relative to S2 ← S0, the reverse of the observed sit-
uation. The absence of the solvent to dissipate the excess energy leads
to more rapid internal conversion upon S2 ← S0 excitation and thus
a reduced fluorescence quantum yield.78 Furthermore, fluorescence
has not been detected for gas-phase FMN anions despite their high
quantum yield in solution,36 perhaps due to intersystem crossing.69

We conclude that the intrinsic transition strength is, indeed, lower
in the gas phase compared to solution, perhaps due to unscreened
interactions between the charged phosphoribityl sidechain and the
orbitals involved in the S2 ← S0 transition, which has a significant
charge-transfer character.

The S2 ← S0 transition does not appear as suppressed in the
two-photon action spectrum yielding fragment ion 10 in panel (b).
As discussed above, the optical spectrum upon absorption of the sec-
ond photon may be significantly different from that for the first pho-
ton, especially if rapid photo-isomerization occurs after absorption
of the first photon.

IV. CONCLUSION
The photo-induced dissociation of [FMN–H]− has been inves-

tigated using mass spectrometry and action spectroscopy, with the
predominant photofragment possessing a mass-to-charge ratio con-
sistent with expulsion of formylmethylflavin. The photofragment is
shown to be produced through the absorption of a single photon but
is not observed in low- or high-energy collision-induced dissociation
mass spectra. These results suggest a non-statistical fragmentation
mechanism occurring prior to the complete conversion and redistri-
bution of electronic excitation energy across the vibrational degrees
of freedom. Several other non-statistical fragmentation pathways

are identified offering a guide to challenging molecular dynamics
simulations. Only at higher laser pulse energies, where sequential
absorption of multiple photons becomes more probable, do the frag-
mentation channels with the lowest dissociation energies become
competitive.

The PID action spectra closely resemble the absorption by neu-
tral, oxidized flavins. This confirms that deprotonation occurs pri-
marily on the phosphate group with minimal perturbation to the
electronic structure of the isoalloxazine chromophore. Relative to
the absorption of flavins in condensed phases and to the action
spectra of gas-phase flavin adenine dinucleotide mono-anions, the
S2 ← S0 action spectrum band for [FMN–H]− appears to be sup-
pressed. Having ruled out several potential explanations for this
effect, we suggest that it is due to the influence of the deproto-
nated phosphate group. High-level calculations are needed to con-
firm this effect, which could have important implications for the
absorption by flavins bound in proteins with high electric field
strengths.

Measurements on complexes of [FMN–H]−⋅ with betaine
broadly support the non-statistical conclusions drawn for bare
[FMN–H]− ions through observing photofragments with betaine
tags still attached. The action spectrum is very similar to that for the
bare ions, suggesting that betaine binds to the phosphate group and
has little interaction with the isoalloxazine chromophore.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The laser power dependence curves for all fragment ions in
Table I are included in the supplementary material.
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